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By Ann Bridge

Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged.
171 x 133 mm. Language: English . Brand New. Set in Budapest in the spring of 1941, Hopea spoilt
but attractive society girl and daughter of a leading American business manfinds herself playing the
lead in a dangerous and most unexpected affair of underground intrigue, through the machinations
of her journalist fiancé. During the course of her activities she falls in love with a Polish refugee, and
at the moment when Germany invades Hungary, she is already deeply involvedboth emotionally
and politically. Bridge, herself an eye witness of these events, tells in moving and graphic terms the
terrible story of Germany s protective invasion; although it is presented in the form of an
imaginative episode, the historical significance and accuracy are all too tragically evident. This
admirable novel is at once a charming love story in the shadow of fear and disruption, a subtle and
intimate portrayal of human beings in a time of crisis, and a most exciting narrative, set against the
enchanting background of Budapest. Ann Bridge (1889-1974), or Lady Mary Dolling (Sanders) O
Malley was born in Hertfordshire. Bridge s novels concern her experiences of...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. Your life period will likely
be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tracy Keeling-- Tracy Keeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your life period will likely be enhance as soon
as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce Boyle-- Joyce Boyle
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